TECHNOLOGY TEST DRIVE
Exploratory license provides six-month technology access

U.S. businesses have a quick and easy method to test drive promising technologies through a user-friendly commercialization option offered at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. The Exploratory License features:

- A six-month license to explore how a patented technology fits within your product offerings and business.
- A non-exclusive option to the patent preventing the technology or software from being licensed exclusively to others.
- Simple terms, including a one-page document that takes minutes to complete, doesn’t require negotiating, and costs just $1,000.
- A quick approval that typically takes less than two weeks.

View our Exploratory License and browse hundreds of technologies available for licensing at availabletechnologies.pnnl.gov.

LET’S CONNECT
If you have questions, regarding this technology, please send inquiries to commercialization@pnnl.gov. You can view all PNNL technologies available for licensing at www.pnnl.gov/available-technologies.